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PCMag.com is a leading authority on technology, delivering
Labs-based, independent reviews of the latest products and
services. Our expert industry analysis and practical solutions
help you make better buying decisions and get more from
technology.
IN A WORLD WHERE WE CAN BE TRACKED BY OUR
MOBILE PHONES, CCTV AND SPY SATELLITES, THINGS
DO NOT JUST DISAPPEAR. ESPECIALLY NOT A BIG
THING LIKE A JUMBO JET. BUT MALAYSIAN AIRLINES
FIGHT MH370 DID.A wide-bodied Boeing 777 is so large that
you could barely park it on a football field. But soon after a
routine takeoff from Kuala Lumpur International Airport on the
night of 7 March 2014, Flight MH370 disappeared from the
radar with 227 passengers and 12 crew on board. No one
could even be sure where it was last seen. Debris was
spotted hundreds, then thousands of miles apart, only to be
discounted.For weeks this real-life version of the hit TV show
Lost gripped the world. Even Russia's invasion of the Crimea
couldn't keep it off the front pages. Were those on board to be
found alive on a mysterious tropical island? Had they crashed
into the sea? Had the plane been hijacked or brought down
by a terrorist bomb?As the story unfolded more mysteries
came to light. Who had turned off the plane's tracking
systems? And why? Why had there been no 'Mayday' call?
And which way was it headed?Why were governments and
institutions that had information about Flight MH370 so
reluctant to share it? And why did the mobile phones of those
on board continue to ring out. Wild theories abounded. Had
Flight MH370 been abducted by aliens? Or shot down by the
North Koreans?Its route took it nowhere near the Devil's Sea
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- the Pacific's answer to the Bermuda Triangle. But somehow,
in the world of the web, where every email was intercepted,
the disappearance of MH370 began to rival the legend of the
Marie Celeste.Prolific author Nigel Cawthorne sifts the
evidence, weighs the theories and unravels the mystery of
Flight MH370.
Pro Freeware and Open Source Solutions for Business is a
practical guide for the small business owner seeking viable
alternative to expensive commercial software packages and
subscriptions. This comprehensive look at the powerful
alternatives to expensive proprietary software provides an
illustrated overview of no-cost software solutions. In this book
you will find free and open source solutions for office
productivity, PDF creation, accounting, image editing and
graphic design, desktop publishing, 3D design, CAD, audio
and video editing, website and blog creation, customer
relationship management, point of sale, networking and
security, and alternatives to the Windows and Macintosh
operating systems. This guide helps free the cost-conscious
business owner from the bonds of expensive proprietary
software by exploring the free and powerful alternatives that
exist. You can save a substantial sums of money by replacing
just a few commercial software titles with free and open
source solutions. Learn how with Pro Freeware and Open
Source Solutions for Business today.
Popular Science gives our readers the information and tools
to improve their technology and their world. The core belief
that Popular Science and our readers share: The future is
going to be better, and science and technology are the driving
forces that will help make it better.
Presents step-by-step instructions on the features of
Windows 8, covering such topics as working with the desktop,
exploring applications, managing files, and connecting with
other devices and the Cloud.
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Chances are, you wanted a laptop because it’s compact,
portable, and gets the job done. You’ll want this book for the
same reasons. Small enough to fit into your laptop case, it
gives you what you need to make the most of your
laptop—even if it’s your first computer. After an introduction
that familiarizes you with the hardware and software plus
operational essentials, it includes concise info on: Connecting
stuff together, including info on WiFi and Bluetooth The
essentials of Windows, from the Startup Menu and Control
Panel to the Recycle bin Managing storage and using folders,
subfolders, and directories Working with files Using the
Internet Keyboard shortcuts, plus shortcuts for Microsoft
Word, Excel, and PowerPoint Trouble shooting, including the
seven more likely sources of problems User-friendly and
complete with a glossary that defines tech terms in layman’s
language and an index that helps you find the information you
need fast, Laptops For Dummies Quick Reference is a
practical, portable primer for laptop users.

InfoWorld is targeted to Senior IT professionals. Content
is segmented into Channels and Topic Centers.
InfoWorld also celebrates people, companies, and
projects.
For more than 40 years, Computerworld has been the
leading source of technology news and information for IT
influencers worldwide. Computerworld's award-winning
Web site (Computerworld.com), twice-monthly
publication, focused conference series and custom
research form the hub of the world's largest global IT
media network.
The all-in-one guide to buying, using, securing, and
transporting a laptop—it's ten books in one! If you want to
take a computer with you on a trip, to a coffee shop, or
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into the kitchen when you're cooking, laptops are just the
ticket. They're portable, powerful, and popular—but
they're not desktops, so you’ll want to know what you’re
doing from the get-go. This terrific, ten-minibooks-in-one
book covers all the bases: how to choose the best laptop
for you, what you need to know when you’re on the
road, how to get more productive and more. Shows you
how to keep your laptop running smoothly and safely at
home, at work, in the classroom, and on the road
Includes ten books in one: Choosing the Best Laptop,
Setting Up Your Laptop, Running Basic Windows
Operations, Using Common Applications, Playing with
Multimedia, Managing Your Power Supply, Upgrading
Your Laptop, Networking and Linking to the Internet,
Protecting Your Laptop, and Troubleshooting Common
Problems Offers advice and tips on using your laptop
safely and efficiently, including what accessories you
need Reflects the very latest technologies, including
Windows 7 and the new Microsoft Office 2010 This easyto-follow For Dummies guide tells you everything you
need to know about laptops!
The remarkable story of rising to the top of the music charts,
a second act as a tech pioneer, and the sustaining power of
creativity and art. Thomas Dolby’s hit songs “She Blinded
Me with Science” and “Hyperactive!” catapulted him to
international fame in the early 80’s. A pioneer of New Wave
and Electronica, Thomas combined a love for invention with a
passion for music, and the result was a new sound that
defined an era of revolutionary music. But as record company
politics overshadow the joy of performing, Thomas finds a
surprising second act. Starting out in a rat-infested London
bedsit, a teenage Thomas Dolby stacks boxes by day at the
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grocery and tinkers with a homemade synthesizer at night
while catching the Police at a local dive bar, swinging by the
pub to see the unknown Elvis Costello and starting the
weekend with a Clash show at a small night club. London on
the eve of the 1980s is a hotbed for music and culture, and a
new sound is beginning to take shape, merging technology
with the musical energy of punk rock. Thomas plays
keyboards in other bands’ shows, and with a bit of luck finds
his own style, quickly establishing himself on the scene and
recording break out hits that take radio, MTV and dance clubs
by storm. The world is now his oyster, and sold out arenas,
world tours, even a friendship with Michael Jackson become
the fabric of his life. But as the record industry flounders and
disillusionment sets in, Thomas turns his attention to
Hollywood. Scoring films and computer games eventually
leads him to Silicon Valley and a software startup that turns
up the volume on the digital music revolution. His company
barely survives the dotcom bubble but finally even the
mavericks at Apple, Microsoft, Netscape and Nokia see the
light. By 2005, two-thirds of the world’s mobile phones
embed his Beatnik software. Life at the zenith of a tech
empire proves to be just as full of big personalities, battling
egos and roller-coaster success as his days spent at the top
of the charts. THE SPEED OF SOUND is the story of an
extraordinary man living an extraordinary life, a single-handed
quest to make peace between art and the digital world.
ON 8 MARCH 2014, MALAYSIA AIRLINES FLIGHT 370
TOOK OFF FROM KUALA LUMPUR INTERNATIONAL
AIRPORT BOUND FOR BEIJING. LESS THAN AN HOUR
AFTER TAKEOFF, SOMEWHERE OVER THE SOUTH
CHINA SEA, THE PLANE SIMPLY VANISHED. ONE
EYEWITNESS SAW A BURNING PLANE CRASH INTO THE
SEA. But confusing radar signals tracked an aircraft taking an
erratic course across the Malaysian peninsula, then on to the
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Andaman Sea. Did it crash there? Or did it fly on to land
safely in disputed lands of Central Asia, or the top-secret CIA
‘black site’ on Diego Garcia? Data from the Rolls-Royce
engines tracked by Inmarsat was said to indicate that it might
have ditched in the furthest reaches of the South Indian
Ocean. We know more about the surface of the moon than
the bottom of the sea there. And the weather and currents are
so bad, it may never be found. Convenient? Two years later,
the Australians are still searching - at the cost of billions - and
have found nothing. But was the search in such a remote
place part of a cover-up to distract the world’s attention
because the US Navy had, in fact, shot the plane down?A
huge plane, along with 227 passengers and 12 crew, cannot
simply have vanished. The Worldwide Web is a-buzz with
conspiracy theories. Was the disappearance of MH370
related to the downing of MH17 over the Ukraine four months
later? Some have suggested that it was the same plane... Or
is the loss of MH370 more akin to the crash of Germanwings
Flight 9525, after deranged pilot Andreas Lubitz deliberately
flew the plane into the side of a mountain in the Alps, killing
all on board... Since the invention of radio, radar, satellite
navigation and the internet, the world has become a smaller
place. The answer must be out there. Or, perhaps, hidden
within the pages of the secret files...
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